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Minutes of Regular Meeting: June 19, 2006

Meeting called to order by Robert Mack

Pledge of Allegiance

Roll Call: Mack, LaHote, Britten, Hrosko, Chief Stribrny, Chief Dimick, Grant
Garn, Ronnie Bloomfield and Robert Warnimont. Kraig Gottfried and Deputy
Chief Brice were absent.

LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to approve the bills in the amount of
$78,878.03 All Yes

Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve the second set of bills in
the amount of S14,498.10 All Yes

Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve the amended agenda.
All Yes

7:35 Trustee vote continuation on ZC2006-03 Neiderhouse & Thompson Rd.

John Donahue "Ok_.. When we were last here, actually two times ago, all the
evidence was presented in the case and the matter became decisional and time was
waived by Mr. Williamson until the next hearing date. At our last meeting, time
was once again waived until this date_ So, the Miller Diversified matter with
respect to the petition to change the zoning in this particular parcel of property is
now before the board. When we left the last meeting some discussions were going
to take place between, I believe, Mr. Miller and Mr. Lajoie, who was kind enough
to volunteer his services, to take time out of his busy schedule, to meet with Mr.
Miller. I believe that that's taken place. Is there anything you gentlemen, either
Mr. Lajoie or Mr. Miller would like to tell the Trustees before I give them their
final instructions on how to proceed with the vote and deliberations?"

Mr. Miller "Yes we have met and we discussed various options here and different
layouts. It's all been sort of, uh, the first week getting hold of everybody and kind
of a push and shove here last week. In meeting with Mark and coming up with, uh
our conclusions and I guess and what we both think and what we both agreed to is
that we would take essentially the west side of the property and changer the west
side to R2 zoning and along Neiderhouse and Thompson R1 zoning"

Mr. Donahue "What I am hearing from you Mr. Miller, is that you're willing to
amend your petition from what you requested the Trustees to do initially and that
the drawing you showed represents that amended, proposed amendment I should
say. Is that a fair statement?"

Mr. Miller "That is correct. We are willing to amend."

Mr. Donahue "What you are talking about is, see if I understand, so the Trustees
understand, is you are talking about running R1 all the way down Thompson Rd.
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R afteuross Neiderhouse Rd., and R2 on the western boundary with R3 hicthe

Miller "Correct"

Donahue "Is there anything you would like to add to what Mr. Miller has said
L e, at this time, before we hear from Mr. Lajoie?"

L , ne Williamson "Lane Williamson for Miller Diversified - No, not at this point"

. Lajoie "Here is how that came about. I offered to kind of act as a liaison back
a d forth. The neighbors and a large group of the neighbors got together and
voiced what they would like to have on the site. The consensus was Rl/R2. I went
there at the meeting and I told Kurt the consensus was Rl/R2 and Kurt stated that
oftion was not an option for us to go that route, a route we would prefer not to
travel down with annexation. I told him I don't want to have annexation and a lot
o people probably wouldn't want it. Kurt said, given that what we are is kind of

orlds apart, we want RI/R2 and they want something that is flexible beyond that.
I said this is what I would propose and Kurt will tell you, I'm speaking myself not
o behalf, and I don't want to misrepresent anybody here in the audience that I
n•oresent them because I understand where they are coming from too on the
•I 1 /R2. What I said, if the option is getting annexed into the City, I told them, I'm
not sure how easily that can be done. They seem to feel it can be done relatively
e; sy. I said a combination of R1/R2/R3 would e something more plausible. I just
s coke to him what I would like to see; deeper distances that look more like

iderhouse Rd, some insurances, which gets into site plans not so much into
zoning, I understand that. You have some R1 on the perimeter and R2 on the side.
I poke to these guys and said why the property owner on the North side would be
a: eeable to such high density I don't know. But since he has spoken that he is ok

ith it I am not going to argue that point. If I lived there I wouldn't want it. So, I
s id I would do the Rl/R2/R3. You have been approved for the R1/R2 if you just

ould have followed through with that but since you did not want to that is how
the R3 came about, I mean the R1/R2/R3. 1 was trying to work this out without

tting annexed. It is not always a popular choice but that is what I said. I don't
ow the annexation route because I've never traveled down that. I don't know

hat they say to be true; I don't know what they say not to be true. So, that's my
i put right there."

. Donahue "We thank you Mr. Lajoie for taking the time."

ack then said to Mr. Lajoie that he indicated he could live with this as presented
i-icl had he received any feed back from the neighbors. Mr. Lajoie replied the
eedback he had received from the neighbors was that this is not what they want,
at they still feel it is too dense.

ritten asked Kurt Miller how many lots on the new layout and Mr. Miller replied
ey had lost 4 making it 83 or 84. Mr. Miller also stated they looked at a straight

layout and it just was not economically feasible.

aHote asked Mr. Miller what the depth of the R1 along the East side and Mr.
iller replied that it is 17 on the East side off the property line and 200 off of
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Neiderhouse ion the West side. LaHote asked how far to the North does it go and
Mr. Miller replied it goes less than 170 off the property line.

Mack asked what the frontage on the lots that are either 200 feet deep or 170 deep
on a R1 district. Mr. Miller replied the 100 foot frontages are a R1 and require
20,000 square foot. There is more frontage on Thompson, less on Neiderhouse.

Mr. Donahue "We aren't going to receive anymore statements or any more
evidence. We just wanted to hear from Mr. Lajoie and Mr. Miller a report
regarding their discussions. That's it. Everyone in this room has had a full
opportunity to be heard and I think the Trustees are fully apprised of the positions
of everyone in deciding this issue." Donahue went on to say "The evidence is in,
it's decisional. This is a compromise proposal but the petition is unchanged. We
won't be taking any more comments. The options you have gentlemen are as I
said three; 1.Deny the petition 2. Grant the petition 3. As a legislative body yoL
may deny the petition as it is presently constituted and you may adopt other type of
zoning that you deem appropriate. What ever you do it must be unanimous to
reverse the decision of the Zoning Commission. And you do not necessarily have
to approve the first proposal, the first petition; because it was really a site plan
rather than a true request for legislative change and you don't really have to
approve this proposal. And you know what the consequences are; I stated them at
the last meeting. I believe that if this were reviewed by the court and if it is left
agricultural, it's more probably than not that the decision would be reversed. Be
that as it may, the other side of the dammed if you do and dammed if you don't is
that its pretty clear to me, if they have the number of signatures they state they
have, and I've reviewed the deed records of the properties in question and
determined these parties are contractually bound, that this property could be
annexed to the City of Perrysburg along with the other properties along
Neiderhouse Rd. and it could effect some of the citizens who are expressing their
grave concern over the zoning change. They may be then subjected to the City Of
Perrysburg's zoning requirements, which could be worse that what we are dealing
with today. So this is a very difficult decision for you. Now you can proceed in
one of two ways; you can discuss this among yourselves and deliberate right here
in public if you choose and try to convince each other of your positions or you car
just take a vote. That decision to deliberate and state your views is entirely up to
you and if you uh, whatever you decide we'll go from there. Now with that said,
Mr. Williamson is there anything that before the vote is taken you would like to
add to you clients position, legal, factual or other wise?"

Mr. Williamson "Thank you. I would like to point out I gave Mr. Donahue a letter
I wrote regarding our view with respect to modifications." Donahue asked Mr.
Williamson to explain. Mr. Williamson "In our view the modification is certainly
something you have the right to do. We believe however, that requires some
measure of consent or approval of the applicant. So I just simply state that, in
writing, that we believe that and that is what we proposed here this evening in the
form of an amendment we would accept. We are not necessarily on the record of
consenting to any other modification. So, I wanted the record to reflect that. Any
other point that Mr. Miller made for me, is that we believe the proposal that we'v
made is reasonable so I am not going to argue that point again but I think that the
modification issue has to be looked at in the light of what is the net effect of a
modification if the modification does not allow the property to be used in an
economical viable manner. We believe that is if it's a denial. So that is the point of
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lettet- e-b-eti eve a m-o-d-ificati-o-n-h-a-s-to-b-e-rri-earmigtntm-l-fght-o-l-th-e-property.
on't argue that either. I would also ask that you articulate what ever reasons
t you may have for either a modification or a denial in the record."

Donahue "Stay there Lane. After I spoke to you this afternoon, I took a quick
o

I
 k and I couldn't find a case one way or another and I don't see you cited one

he y e."

o i Williamson "All I am saying is we believe because there is no definitive law
that issue, we have the right to consent to any modification of our application.

T at is why I stated it that way."

r. Donahue "Ok I'm with you. Thank you very much for that input. Let me
fdllow up on what Mr. Williamson said because I differ with him somewhat. I

ieve you as a legislative body don't need the consent Mr. Miller or any other
ap licant to change the law in Perrysburg Township. I believe that that if you want
to change the zoning for this parcel you may do so consistent with what you
be ieve is in the best interest of Perrysburg Township based upon the evidence
y 'ye heard and based upon the effect that it will have upon this entire area as
y deem appropriate. So I don't think you need consent in order to do that. What
I !m saying you could deny the petition and you want to change this to some other
el ssification that you think is appropriate for that parcel, I think you have the
a ority to do so. The only question is whether you want to discuss it publicly and
d iberate or whether you want to take a vote."

G ^dI ry Britten "I guess I would like to talk. I met with the neighborhood last
dnesday night for about 2 1/2 hours. The consensus was, like Mr. Lajoie said

or the outside on the four perimeters and R2 in the middle. I have heard no
di ferent from anyone other than I talked to Mr. Lajoie this evening before the
m eting. I personally cannot go along with this I can only go along with what I
j t stated. So I guess if there is any further discussion we'll have that and I'm
re dy to make a motion."

Craig LaHote "I also got a pretty clear message from the neighbors from our last
co ple of meetings that R3 was too high density. I appreciate what the developer
h done with the R2 strip but if I did my math right here we still have about 63%
o the acreage that would be R3 so more than 1/2 of the property would be at higher
d sity which is up against an area where we have mostly agricultural and 5 acre
I I s right now. In terns of what the developer has stated in terms of economical
vi bility it's all a matter of relativity. You could put 8 five acre lots there and
s e people would find that economically viable if they could afford those lots.
Se) the density is a function of the type of development and how the developer
c ores to do that. So, I also would have uh, not be able to go along with the R3

ide especially given that even though we've added the R2 strip we still have
m re than half, close to two thirds of the property at the higher density."

pert Mack "I think we're getting to a point where we are ready for a motion."

Donahue "I think you are there."

I
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Robert Mack "I think we need to be specific on the corresponding depths,
whoever's making, the motion, and to differentiate the specific areas if it's not on
this map and we need to be specific in our motion."

Gary Britten "I would like to make a motion to deny the current petition that's
hanging on the board and I would like to make a motion to approve RI on all four
outside perimeters at a 200 foot depth and R2 in the middle."

Mr. Donahue "Let me get a clarification, again Gary from you, when you say the
thing that is on the board, there are actually two things on the board."

Gary Britten "The one presented this evening."

Mr. Donahue "Well, the petition that is before the board is not the one that was
presented this evening but it is the other one presented two weeks ago."

Gary Britten "Then that would be the one I deny."

Mr. Donahue "Ok."

Craig LaHote "I second the motion"

Britten — Yes LaHote — Yes Mack — Yes motion carried, petition denied.

Mr. Donahue "Then as I understand it, the Miller Diversified petition has been
denied and the zoning with respect to this parcel has been changed consistent with
Mr. Britten's motion. Then is there anything further you gentlemen would like to
state or any further reasons you would like to articulate as the basis for denying th
petition and granting Mr. Britten's motion. If you want to add anything to the
record, now you can"

Gary Britten "Ok, I'll talk again. You know it's been said before there are a lot of
5 acre lots out here. And I know Mr. Lajoie stated it in one of the previous
meetings and so did someone else, there is going to be residential down through
there. I know there is another 40 acre piece, and another 85 acre piece on the East]
side of Thompson Rd. Heck I have 67 acres next to me that's probably all going to
be residential, that's the way it's going to be. We need to at some point and time
start to blending theses in to make a few bigger lots to match these five acre lots
We are not going to stop the growth that's a given, I think everybody in this roon
knows that, maybe nobody wants all that next to them but that's why I did that. Il
think we need at some point and time stop someplace and make the lots just a littl
bit bigger. That's why I went that way and I think that's the feeling of the
neighborhood."

Craig LaHote "And I would say too we heard the word transition used quit a bit
both from the County and in the discussions we had here over the last several
meetings. In my mind going from what's north of this property to R3 would not be
transition. It is a transition but it is a very significant one and if we are going to
make gradual transition, again we know that residential growth is going to
continue, but if we can control these to the extent we have some type of gradual
transition to the types of developments already there I think we would be better off
as a Township."
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Robert Mack "I would like to thank everybody from that locale or section of the
Township who came out and voiced their opinion. This matter did put the Trustee
in a most unusual predicament where we are trying to work with people that have
done quality developments elsewhere in the Toledo area and they are the type of
people that we would love to have invest in our Township because we have seen
their work before. I'm hopeful or optimistic that what has been amended this
evening could work for them economical. I especially want to thank Mr. Lajoie fo
taking time out of his busy week because often time, almost like being a Trustee,
is somewhat of a thankless position when you attempt to represent the majority b
yet perform you duties with some degree of consistency and of course we had the
Wood County Master Plan that was kind of like knocking on our door pretty he
saying this is a residential area. So we were in an unusual predicament and I 
everybody for their patience. We took three meetings to do it at the Trustee level
and that's not to mention the meetings the planning Commission and the Wood
County Planning Commission and the time this came before public opinion in
2005 as well. So thank you all."

Mr. Donahue "And I think we should thank Mr. Miller as well and those folks who
have been with him three times now including Mr. Williamson for exhausting
every possible effort to resolve this short of this happening. What will be, will be
but we thank you for your efforts."

Maintenance: Ron Bloomfield asked the Trustees to increase his PO #2006-114
for Road Maintenance Supplies in the amount of $4,000.00. Britten made a
motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve this request. All Yes
Bloomfield then asked the Trustees to approve a Purchase Order to Ed Schmidt
Truck Store in the amount of $55,567.00 for the purchase of the 2006 cab &
chassis. Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve this PO request.
All Yes

Police: Chief Stribmy told the Trustee he would like to purchase fifteen Kenwood
portable TK2180 portable radios out of part of the $25,000.00 the police
department received from Bowling Green in a drug seizure. These radios replace
ones that are 15-17 years old. The price would be $639.00 each for a total of
$9,585.00. LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to approve this purchase .

All Yes
Stribrny discussed changing various speed limits with the Trustees including
changing from 199 to Eckel Junction, Thompson Rd. from Rt. 20 to Five Point and
Ford Rd. Hrosko will get together with Stribmy to redraft a letter to the County
with the proposals.

Fire/ EMS: Chief Dimick gave the May run report (Copy in file)
Dimick then told the Trustees that they had two applicants for the volunteer fire
department but unfortunately one applicant had to withdraw. Dimick then
introduced Andrew Bates to the Trustees for their approval. Britten made a
motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve Andrew Bates' application. All Yes
Next Dimick asked the Trustees to approve the annual Ram Software contract (fo
the maintenance of the software used to record and bill the EMS runs) at a cost of
$1,925.00. LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to approve this request.
All Yes
The last item Dimick asked the Trustee was to approve sending unit 506 (a 1986
Ford Econoline truck out of service with mechanical problems) to ABC Auto
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uction. Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve sending the
ck to auction. All Yes

ecreation: Bob Warnimont talked about a park grant that is due in next week and
id he was going to apply for a grant for soft safety barriers for under the swings
d slides. Warnimont then asked the Trustee to approve letting him have help on

t e Little League Field for the rest of the season (about 6-7 weeks) at a cost of up
but not to exceed $100.00 per week. Britten made a motion (seconded by

aHote) to approve this request. All Yes
r amimont then gave an update on the recycling saying it was going better than
ver but this time he had to use two maintenance men to man it as he was busy at
reman's convention.

oning:	 Grant Gam told the Trustees that the Board of Zoning Appeals will be
eeting on Tuesday June 20, 2006 @6:00pm and have 5 things on the agenda; 1.
ea identification signs for the Eckel Trace Subdivision, 2. A proposed office

uilding in Coventry Woods and Set backs & Parking spaces 3. A house on Eckeli
ction Rd. where they want to place a storage shed in the front yard (corner lot)

arr A lot split on Lime City Rd. and East Arena Dr. and 5. On White Oak Dr.
meone wants to put an addition in their side yard 11 feet into the setback.Su

ffice: Shirley Haar had the Trustees sign the Check Report and the PO report.
aar then explained that the reason there were no minutes to approve this evening

1! that due to a family illness she did not have the done yet. She went on to add
t I at she did not want to just throw them together but take her time and do them

operly and would have some ready for the next meeting.I

dministrator: John Hrosko brought up the issue of the TACOG meeting at Put-
Tit- Bay on July 27 th  Hrosko asked them to think about it and let him know who

i1
as going. Next Hrosko brought up changing the July 17th meeting due to the
ustees going to a school board meeting to discuss buying the 150 strip of land

n xt to the Township offices. Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to
c , ange the July 17 th meeting to July 18 th at 7:30. All Yes

osko then mentioned changing the July 3 rd meeting to July 5 th at 7:30 due to a
c nflict with the fireworks on the 3 rd . LaHote made a motion (seconded by
Britten) to change the date to the 5 th at 7:30.

osko next told the Trustees he received papers today on a request for tax
a atement in the Coventry Woods CRA area. Renhill Staffing Services of Toledo

conjunction with a company called Intellishop, which is located in Perrysburg
e going together to build a $1,300,000.00 building. This is the building they are

a king for a tax abatement on. We received the information from the
,ommissioners and they have scheduled us to have our meeting on August 7 th @

7i 0, then Thursday August 10 th it will go back to Wood County.
osko told the Trustees that he received a letter (copy in file) from Ed Ciecka

c nceming the RTID (Rossford Ohio Transportation Improvement District) telling
u it is time to elect two officers for the RTID. Currently Bob Mack and John

osko are the officers and their term expires July 31, 2006. We have until July 31,
2 06 to provide them with a resolution appointing (or reappointing) the officers for
the next two years. The last issue Hrosko brought up was the tentative 2007
b dget. Hrosko said the budget for 2006 was $12,745,356.27 and the tentative
b dget for 2007 is $12,640,188.52. Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote)
t approve the tentative budget. All Yes

'2 0
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saying the letters are over 10 inches tall. Gary Britten said he had not had a than e
to talk to Grant Garn about this but will talk to him at the Department Head
meeting and we will have an answer at the next regular meeting.
The second issue Smith brought up was weeds saying there are a lot of people who
do not know the difference between noxious weeds and regular weeds. Smith
stated there is a person over on Thompson Rd. who has Canadian thistle on each
side of his driveway along his split rail fence. Smith asked to have someone stop
and tell him they are noxious weeds not flowers.
The last thing Smith mentioned was water and sewer saying he thought when
someone come in for a development, Smith thought they were supposed in place
be able to change the zoning. Smith said that is what the book says_ Smith
questioned where if the zoning change had passed were they going to put the wate r
and sewer as there is not enough right-away. Britten said they would probably p
the water right down the middle of the street sand the sewer in the bottom of the
ditch.

Mack opened the floor for public comments.

Public Comments;

Tammie Lajoie said she wanted to sincerely thank everyone for listening to them.
She said it meant a lot to know they were behind them. LaHote replied he hoped
the battle was over.

Mark Lajoie said the battle has just begun. He then asked the Police Chief if on
Neiderhouse Rd. where the speed limit is 55, if maybe we should consider
lowering it to 45.

Don Smith said he wanted to thank the Trustees for their vote tonight and thought it
might be the right one. Mack replied "there is a first for everything". Britten
joked that it was on the recorder so we can play it back again and again to which
Smith replied "don't go overboard now"

Mathew Cook told the Trustees he was a resident of Thompson Rd and wanted to
comment on the speed limit. He said he thinks Thompson Rd. south of Eckel
Junction Rd warrants a 35 mph limit but north of there should be slightly higher.

Tom Harbauer commented that he was glad to see the recommendation of 35mp
on Thompson Rd. and I hope someday you can continue all the way to 5 Point R

Chris Schaller stated that there needs to be a posted speed limit sign on Thompso
Rd. between Roachton and Bayer. She also said she appreciated the vote tonigh
but is concerned they will go to the City of Perrysburg for annexation and wante •
to know if there is any legal footing to stand on to keep it in the Township?

Britten told her we will do everything we can legally do to fight this. I know ther
is an agreement with the City of Perrysburg so the City cannot force it. There are
things we will have to work with our attorney on to see what we can legally do.
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LaHote told her our options are limited. We do have the 99 year agreement but
that is with the City and no one else. The decision we made tonight carries that risk
with it but we hope that doesn't happen. LaHote went on to say "At least from my
standpoint, I didn't appreciate having a gun held to my head and having that threat
held over us as well."

Donahue One of the reasons for the delay was we are looking into any way we can
legally stop them now or at least in the future. I don't know if we will be able to
stop them because apparently they have the signatures to do it.

LaHote told them if they did not have anything better to do Thursday at 10:00, they
could go down to the Bowling Green Court House and watch them auction off the
Rossford RAAA property.

Dan Russell asked what the status of the law suit with Rossford is.

Donahue replied that the City of Rossford case is at the Court of Appeals and the
RAAA case is at trial court level now and set for trial in February for 10 days
straight...

Hearing no other comments:

LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to adjourn into executive session for
conference with our attorney to discuss pending or imminent litigation. All Yes

Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to adjourn out of executive session.
All Yes

LaHote made a motion (seconded by Britten) to adjourn All Yes

Gt--;:51_ 

Shirley Naar Fiscal Officer Robert Mack —Chairman
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